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Humanities
History
GCSE History offers an exciting opportunity
to step back through time to find meaning
and relevance to our lives today.
Over the 2 year course you will develop
your ability to use original source material
to gain deep understanding of the past and
the people who lived in it.
You will have 2 examinations, each is 50% of
your final grade and each lasting 1hour 45
minutes.
Paper 1 – Understanding the Modern
World.
Germany: 1890-1945 Democracy and
Dictatorship
Conflict and tension in Asia 1950-1975
Paper 2 – Shaping the Nation
Britain: Health and the people c1000 to the
present day
Elizabethan England, c 1568-1603
What’s assessed?
In paper 1 Section A there is a choice of four
period studies, each with a focus on two key
developments in a country’s history over at
least a 50 year period.
In Section B there is a choice of five wider
world depth studies. These focus on international conflict and tension.
In paper 2 Section A there is a choice of
three thematic studies, which look at key
developments in Britain over a long period.
In Section B there is a choice of four British
depth studies incorporating the study of a
specific historic environment.
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Geography
Geography is a varied course which allows lots of
different topics to be covered over the two year course.
There is an opportunity to develop your understanding of
both human and physical geography as well as a range of
skills which you will be able to use in many other GCSEs
and your future lives. If you enjoy learning outside of the
classroom and completing projects then this course should
be appealing to you. We will be looking at geography
in the real world both on a local and global scale. Also
there will be no coursework just 3 exams at the end of the
course.
Paper 1
and
Paper
2: 1h 30 minutes each.
Topics
we
will
cover:
Paper 3: 1h 15 minutes
Living with the physical environment
The
challenge of natural hazards- This will include topics
TOPICS
such as Earthquakes, Volcanos, Hurricanes and Storms.
Living with the physical environment:
The living world- This will focus on ecosystems such as
Tropical Rainforests and Deserts.
• Natural hazards
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Challenges
the human
environment
Living in theinhuman
environment:
Urban issues and challenges- This will look at differences
between counties around the world and will focus on
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of towns and cities including the need to
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renewable
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Geographical applications:
• Issue evaluation
• Fieldwork and geographical enquiry.

